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Attempt any five questions, serecting one question from each anit. Ail questions
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use of following supporting materiar is permitted during examination.
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analysis of an algorithm with

t81

and average case analysis of an

t81

Q.1 (a) What is an Algorithm? Explain time and space

suitable example.

(b) What do you understand by best, worst

algorithm?

OR

Q. 1 (a) why are asymptotic notations important? Explain the concept of Big-oh, theta &
omega in brief.

O) Explain row major & column major form of array with suitable example.

t8I

t8l
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UNIT.II

Q.2 (a) Explain transposition of sparse matrices with algorithms of varying

OR

Q.2 (a) What do you mean by tower of Hanoi problem? Explain

example.

(b) Transform the following expression in Postfix Notation:

A*(B+D)iE-F*(G+H/K)

UNIT.III

Q.3 (a) Write an algorithm to delete a node from doubly linked list, where

contains one data and two address (previous & next) portion.

(b) How can a polynomial such as 5x4 * 3x2 + 9x - 11 be represented by

list?

complexity.

O) Write down an algorithm

deque.

t8I

for insertion & deletion operation performed on the

t8l

suitable

t8l

t8l

a node

t8l

a linked

t8l

with

OR

Q.3 (a) Explain the advantages of binary search over sequential search. t81

(b) Discuss concepts of Head Node in linked lists in brief with suitable example. [8]

(a) What is binary tree? Mention the

following-

(0 Strictly binmy tree

(ii) Complete binary tree

properties of a binary tree. Define

UNIT.IV

the

t8l
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(b) The in-order & pre-order traversal sequence of nodes in a binary tree are given

below: tSI

ln-order:EACKFHDBG
he-order: F A E K C D H G B

Draw the binary tree. State briefly the logic used to construct the tree.

OR

Q.4 (a) Explain concept of balance factor in AVL tree with suitable example.

(b) Insert the following keys in the order given below to build them.into

tree.

g, h, s, 1, e, m, t, u.

Mention different rotations used and balance factor of each node.

(c) Write an algorithm for inorder traversal of a threaded binary tree.

Q.5 (a) Find -

(i) BFS Traversal

(ii) DFS Traversal

For Given Graph. Explain in brief.

t4l
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(b) Explain with a suitable example the principle of operation of heap sort. l4l

OR

Q.5 (a) what is sorting? write an dgorithm to sort the real numbers using insertion sort

and selection sort. What is the time complexity for both selection and insertion

sort? [2+8+2=12]

(b) What is difference between an internal sorting and extemal sorting? l4l
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